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Dear Parents and Students,

Greetings from Brookfield International School!!!

Our students have demonstrated exceptional dedication, perseverance, and passion for learning
this past month. It has been a whirlwind of learning, growth, and memorable experiences! From
the outstanding academic achievements to the remarkable performances in extracurricular
activities, we couldn't be prouder of their accomplishments. All the BFISians actively participated
in a wide range of events and initiatives that fostered personal growth and teamwork. We extend
our heartfelt gratitude to all the parents for their constant support and encouragement. Together,
we have created a strong foundation that empowers our students to reach new heights and
embrace their potential.

Furthermore, we hope our children continue to explore new interests, read captivating books, and
engage in meaningful conversations. We believe that together, we can continue to inspire and
empower the next generation of leaders and changemakers. 
“No thief, however skilful, can rob one of knowledge, and that is why knowledge is the best and

safest treasure to acquire.”

E-Newsletter for the Month of May 2023
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SDG Activities
Our school conducted three SDG activities in
the month of May with the themes-What are
my goals? A bee is not just a bee & Our food,
our world. The students were familiarized with
Sustainable Development Goals,the facts
about the honey bee, which is the most
important insect pollinator of cultivated
agricultural and horticultural crops worldwide
and thirdly- good health and well
being.Observing the pollination space was
thoroughly enjoyed by the children. They
enjoyed playing games whilst learning the
benefits of a healthy and balanced diet. Class
interaction on the SDG - Goal 2-Zero Hunger
Goal 3-Good health and well-being was held. 

Humanitarian response,
sustainable development,
and sustaining peace are
three sides of the same

triangle- Antonio Guterres.
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https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/sdgactivity?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZU1U0DaNOKHlVv8LRg-wTE67ziRfkDfsMxQoygB9aFGodOXScLwLM-swxtDPO3W3aBTx39da2AicMHc_FSq15dzIhbyAqPMDj_80O3M5GtKvAARPFZfAEcD2Mqvo0MGJf0nfLdd92QzvFr0s7t-fYnHICe-ZCjnzKGz1fYTjUim5mZZi9GI290bV9CycibuVas&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/brookfielkinternationalschool?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZVlZrj9vOU0PFzrvPNWqHiBItryx409QUVCQtKd5Nt0h_2b7cqwr6Wp7G6haA72uW_bbrxIyZtVx73xl8Es2DeRzeyP0LN9rbf0POhhFxa1y_Lu6z9ifoPL8-zKBwIMO_TwehTv0od1aCr4Qsur57fydUnQX0bd_WoqnGPIJ-zcm_Z7o2AYk0ce4mbhNqwe-KU&__tn__=*NK-R


CBSE's 1st Expression Series for the session 2023-24 is based on
the theme 'Skill Development in India: From Local to Global'. The
students of Grades III to XII of our school participated in, painting,
essay and poetry writing competition. Globalization and the need
for globally-relevant skills, Skill development for an inclusive and
growth sustainable economy, the Role of Education in Skill
Development, Emerging industries and required skills and Local
skills of my district, which I can promote were some of the themes
given by the board.The students showed a lot of enthusiasm to
express themselves through poetry, art and essay writing. The
message and objective of these activities is summed up through
this quote by Robert Sternberg, “And in order to succeed in later
life, you need to develop your skills because look at how fast the
world is changing.”

A winner is
someone

who
recognizes

his God-
given

talents,
works his
tail off to
develop

them into
skills, and
uses these

skills to
accomplis

h his
goals-

Larry Bird

CBSE first expression series; 
Skill development in India
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https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/larry-bird-quotes


PARENTS

May 27, 2023 

T E A C H E R  M E E T I N G

Productive collaborations
between family and school,
will demand that parents
and teachers recognize the
critical importance of each
other's participation in the
life of the child. This
mutuality of knowledge,
understanding, and empathy
comes not only with a
recognition of the child as
the central purpose for the
collaboration but also with a
recognition of the need to
maintain roles and
relationships with children
that are comprehensive,
dynamic, and differentiated-

 
-Sara Lawrence Lightfoot

A parent-teacher meeting for Grades X
and XII was held on Tuesday, 06th May
2023, and Grades I to XII on Saturday,
27th May 2023. 

Parents met the class teachers and the
subject teachers for detailed feedback on
the progress of their children. The main
purpose of these meetings is to create a
common platform where parents and
teachers come together to enrich the
student’s educational experiences and
discuss various issues regarding the
holistic development of students.
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https://www.azquotes.com/author/39522-Sara_Lawrence_Lightfoot


By pursuing education with passion and
enthusiasm, our students have unlocked
the doors to success. This achievement
is just the beginning of a bright future
filled with countless opportunities!!!

AISSE result of CBSE for the year 2023
was declared, and it reflected a
remarkable achievement by the students
of our school. All the Tenth Graders
displayed exceptional performances and
set new benchmarks for excellence. 

 ACHIEVERS DAY CELEBRATION 

Their dedication, patience, and expertise
have played a vital role in shaping the
minds of these young learners. The
achievers were honoured with certificates
for their astounding achievements. The
students who have secured the highest
marks are Nandika Angrish - 96.8%,
Luvleen Kaur - 95.2%, Ashima Sachdeva-
94.4%, Vaishnavi Sharma-92.4% and
Tanisha Goyal 89.2%. 

The School President, Mr Manav Singla
and the Founder Principal, Dr Jay Kumar
Singh, congratulated and appreciated the
students for their fabulous performance. 
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https://www.facebook.com/jaykumar.singh.1238?__cft__[0]=AZVXiTrJ7C1dyY8oiN0TDsZ1EDkTu-R-2Re9NWRNqAgtVAceD4mhzaovDE4VMA1DqZsJiypRhtR-Bo7JtvduCt2Ph9O1Rj1iz4VO-4SwhlxT7Za-kUimdswnUuX4Sr0rxWo7oYjdC6ZMaIp7uCzLfV39IvhpLt8z8Lx2tzVNKxtN1PlnijWKwfxDhm6MROnsD4M&__tn__=-]K-R


SCHOOL COUNCIL SELECTION PROCESS
AND INVESTITURE CEREMONY

“A leader takes people where they want
to go. A great leader takes people
where they don’t necessarily want to go
but ought to be.” 

Our motto is to create leaders of
tomorrow and there is a special
ceremony that turns it into reality. The
school prefectorial board is formed
after scrutinous interviewing and
selection, which gives them a feel of the
functioning of an official administrative
body.

The selected students were honoured
with their respective badges, such as
Head Girl, Head Boy, and Sports Captain,
and the student council members took
an oath to work for the school faithfully.
The school's Founder Principal, Dr JK
Singh, also encouraged them to put in
honest efforts for every endeavour and
become an inspiration for others.
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INTER-HOUSE
COMPETITIONS

“Teamwork is the beauty of our sport,
where you have five acting as one” –
Mike Krzyzewski

It is about trying to strategize and
also evaluate the strengths and hope
while representing their respective
house, which indeed motivated the
students to perform better. Our
school strives for the holistic
development of the children and
therefore, we regularly organise
sports tournaments which not only
help the students to remain fit but
also develop a spirit of teamwork in
them.

BASKETBALL MATCH

The Basketball Court of Brookfield
International School was filled with great
zeal, excitement and a frolicsome
atmosphere during the Inter House
basketball matches, which were enjoyed
by one and all. 
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https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/brookfieldinternationalschool?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZU1dnM_DZuEXaxjFaKOJxcQrWqAcQYK0cyCsMhzrByp-qAbzlFrjr99qqAHovFpQ6h5pbXP6MFnhDL-vJH7AQm_6oaFGb85fp-rAk78z93WOJMfGpxQWHOu7Elrb2UBY-9Hza_kn2vTQdgZE_gFLYZDOal5yVJf2IFY69e80oBT9C5ASxvOaNw28XsAbguMljI&__tn__=*NK-R


CALLIGRAPHY
COMPETITION

The Calligraphy Competition for students from
Grades 3 to 5 was held on 25th May 2023 at our
school. This event aimed to promote the art of
calligraphy among young learners and provide
them with a platform to showcase their creativity
and penmanship skills. The competition
witnessed enthusiastic participation from
students, making it a resounding success. 

The young calligraphers displayed remarkable
precision, creativity, and attention to detail in their
work, making it challenging for the judges to
select finalists. The competition served as a
reminder of the beauty and significance of
calligraphy, a timeless art that continues to
inspire generations. "Creativity flows from the tip
of a pen, giving words wings to fly and making
art timeless."

"The art of calligraphy lies not only in the elegance of the strokes but also in the beauty of
self-expression." 
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The grade I and II students recently participated in a delightful puppet-making activity
that showcased their creativity and imagination by making sock puppets, stick puppets
and cloth puppets. Guided by their teachers, the young minds brought their favourite
characters to life through colourful and unique puppet creations. 

The activity not only encouraged their artistic abilities but also fostered teamwork and
communication skills as they shared their stories and puppet performances with their
peers. The students thoroughly enjoyed this magical journey of puppetry, allowing their
imagination to soar and creating unforgettable memories.

Puppet making ActivitY
"Imagination is the true magic carpet." - Norman Vincent Peale

Elocution Competition
“A talk is a voyage with purpose and it must be charted. The man who starts out
going nowhere generally gets there.” Dale Carnegie.

The prominent words loiter in the Minds of those who were fortunate to witness the
Inter-House English Elocution Competition from grades 3 to 5 on 17th May 2023 at
Brookfield International School. All the students participated with lots of ebullience
and zeal and everyone appreciated them.
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https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/brookfieldinternationalschool?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZU1dnM_DZuEXaxjFaKOJxcQrWqAcQYK0cyCsMhzrByp-qAbzlFrjr99qqAHovFpQ6h5pbXP6MFnhDL-vJH7AQm_6oaFGb85fp-rAk78z93WOJMfGpxQWHOu7Elrb2UBY-9Hza_kn2vTQdgZE_gFLYZDOal5yVJf2IFY69e80oBT9C5ASxvOaNw28XsAbguMljI&__tn__=*NK-R


The Inter-House Public Speaking Competition was a platform
where students showcased their oratory skills, eloquence, and
ability to articulate their thoughts. The Competition witnessed a
fierce yet friendly competition among the participants. Each
speaker delivered thought-provoking speeches on various topics,
captivating the audience with their confidence and persuasive
arguments. Our school Principal Dr Jay Kumar, motivated all the
students to believe in the spirit of participation and appreciated
them for performing extremely well.

Public Speaking;
Nurturing Orators &
Building Confidence

-Ralph Waldo Emerson

"Speech is power:
speech is to persuade,
to convert, to compel." 

The event
highlighted the
importance of
effective
communication
and encouraged
students to
express their
ideas and
opinions with
clarity and
conviction. 

The 
Competition not
only honed the
oratory skills of
the participants
but also instilled
confidence, self-
expression, and
critical thinking.
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TRAFFIC SAFETY
RULES WORKSHOP

“The future of the safety movement is not so much dependent upon the invention of safety
devices as on the improvement of methods of educating people to the ideal of caution and
safety.” – Walter Dill Scott.

When you drive, you’re accountable for anything
and anyone you’ll pass up on the road, including
pedestrians, your fellow drivers, your passengers
and yourself, as well as inanimate and living
objects around you. A workshop on traffic rules
and road safety was conducted for the students
on 05th May 2023 at BFIS. 

Assistant Sub-Inspector Shri. Janak Raj
sensitised the students about traffic rules . The
workshop was successful in emphasizing and
accentuating students about the need for safe
road travel just by applying and adhering to
simple rules. 
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Workshop on Good
touch and Bad Touch 

At BFIS, the safety and well-being of our
students are of paramount importance.
In line with our commitment to provide a
safe and nurturing environment, a
workshop on Good Touch & Bad Touch
was conducted for junior class students.
The objective was to equip them with
knowledge and skills to recognize and
respond appropriately to different types
of physical contact. 

The workshop focused on creating
awareness about personal boundaries,
consent, and seeking help when faced
with uncomfortable situations.
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The sessions included interactive
discussions, audiovisual aids, role-plays,
and age-appropriate activities, which
facilitated the comprehension of
complex concepts in a sensitive and
accessible manner. 

By equipping them with knowledge, skills,
and the confidence to protect
themselves, we are fostering a culture of
safety, respect, and open
communication. Through such initiatives,
we strive to create an environment where
every child feels empowered, safe, and
supported. 



"First aid is all about giving life another
chance. You can be someone who can
make a difference to many lives around
him by learning first aid."

Safety is not a gadget but a state of
mind-Safety First, Safety Always. A
workshop on First Aid was conducted for
all the grades from I to XII. The
workshop imparted knowledge of
commonly occurring situations in our day
to day life. 

WORKSHOP ON "FIRST AID" 

The workshop was followed by a doubt
clarification session which was dealt with
by the doctor with fervor and patience. It
was an interactive and educative session
to equip students and teachers with skills
and confidence to use first aid in real-life
situations.
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POTTER’S WHEEL

"From Clay to Creativity". 
Students across all Grades Embrace Pottery as a journey of Skill Development and Artistic
Expression. It's an ancient art form that dates back thousands of years and has become an
increasingly popular skill for students of all ages. 

From first graders to senior secondary students,
all had a great time exploring their creativity and
honing their craftsmanship. A unique
opportunity to develop valuable skills while
fostering artistic expression was provided to
BFISians. 

The hands-on nature of pottery fosters a sense
of mindfulness and emotional well-being,
offering students a means of self-expression
and stress relief. As pottery continues to inspire
and captivate young minds, it opens doors to
creativity, personal growth, and potential
careers in the world of ceramics.
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All four houses competed with each other in the display board
decoration competition with the theme of Biodiversity. Our planet
is facing major conservation challenges from threats like climate
change, deforestation, overfishing, and illegal wildlife trade.

 Our impact on the planet primarily comes from what we eat, what
we buy, how we power our homes, and how we travel from place
to place. So, through these activities, our school wants to spread
awareness about the action we can take to protect the planet.
Together, we can take action to create lasting solutions and
protect the future of nature.

We should
preserve

every scrap
of

biodiversity
as

priceless
while we
learn to

use it and
come to

understand
what it

means to
humanity-

E. O.
Wilson.

 

Display board Decoration;
Theme Biodiversity 
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Enjoyment Day: 
A Festive Prelude to the Upcoming Vacation

E N J O Y M E N T
D A Y  

As the much-awaited vacation approaches,
BFIS organized an exciting Enjoyment Day to
set the mood for students and staff members
on 26th May 2023. The event aimed to provide
a joyful and energetic atmosphere before the
break, allowing everyone to unwind, engage in
fun activities, and create lasting memories.
The day was carefully planned, with a diverse
range of activities designed to cater to various
interests and age groups. 

The ambience of the Enjoyment Day was filled
with laughter, excitement, and camaraderie.
The Enjoyment Day served as a prelude to the
much-anticipated vacation, igniting a sense of
anticipation and excitement. It provided a
much-needed break from academic routines,
allowing students and staff to recharge and
rejuvenate before embarking on their well-
deserved holiday.

EMBRACING FUN AND FREEDOM 
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gratitude, and admiration for their
fathers through the power of words. 
 One by one, students stepped
forward, expressing their emotions
through words that touched the hearts
of everyone present. The event left an
indelible mark, reminding everyone of
the unconditional love, support, and
guidance provided by fathers

Through every triumph and tear, Your
love, Dad, is always near. In your
embrace, I find my strength; you are my
guide, my hero, at any length."

On 25th May 2023, our school organised
a creative writing activity to appreciate
"Fathers". The aim of this event was to
encourage students to express their love, 

SHOWING GRATITUDE TO
"FATHERS"
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As you embark on your educational journey, I wanted to
share some words of inspiration: "The limits of what you
can achieve in the world of technology are only bound by
the limits of your imagination."

In today's digital age, computer literacy and proficiency
have become vital skills for success in almost every field.  It
is essential to cultivate a curious and creative mindset,
allowing your imagination to soar beyond the boundaries of
what is currently known.
So, seize this moment to explore, innovate, and push the
boundaries of what you believe is possible. Embrace the
power of technology and let it be a tool that amplifies your
dreams and aspirations.

Wishing you a fulfilling and transformative journey ahead!

FROM THE TEACHER'S PEN

HATINDER KAUR
H.O.D. (COMPUTER SCIENCE)


